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Avery Dennison® VisiFlex™ V-8000
Reflective Prismatic Vinyl

Add sophisticated accents to your vehicle.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

> Striking and bold daytime appearance

> Bright and vivid nighttime presence

> Easy to apply and conforms to simple curves

> 7 year white, 5 year blue, red, green, 
3 year fluorescent durability

> Economic 48” roll width

> Solid layer construction eliminates edge sealing

> Permanent adhesive

Providing striking and bold reflectivity to critical safety and 
emergency vehicles, or stylizing vehicles with extreme 
accents and flair, VisiFlex V-8000 reflective prismatic vinyl is a 
durable and effective solution when high visibility is desired. 
With 6 colors, including 2 fluorescent colors, the future of 
vehicle reflectivity is bright.
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We have been waiting for a new 
product like VisiFlex. When we first 
applied it to a vehicle, we knew the 
product was right. The appearance 
and innovative design solves all 
the classic problems with other 
prismatic products.

Scott Horne
Lakeside Films Ltd.
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 Mark Critical Safety or Standard 
Vehicles with Eye-catching Results

VisiFlex reflective prismatic vinyl is an innovation 

in vehicle reflectivity. No longer does high-

impact visibility come at the cost of durability. 

Ensure safety and emergency vehicles have 

the highest possible reflectivity with maximum 

durability, or make custom car graphics stand 

out with bright and sophisticated accents.

Join the Avery Dennison
Graphics Solutions Community

The user is responsible for determining the product’s suitability for the intended application. This product should be used on a test-and-approve basis. Some countries may have laws or regulations on the 
use of vehicle reflectivity. The user is responsible for determining and complying with all applicable standards.

DISCLAIMER—All Avery Dennison statements, technical information and recommendations are based on tests believed to be reliable but do not constitute a guarentee or warranty. All Avery Dennison 
products are sold with the understanding that purchaser has independently determined the suitability of such products for its purposes. All Avery Dennison’s products are solid subject to Avery Dennison’s 
general terms and conditions of sale, see http://graphics.averydennison.com/en/home/resource-center/terms-and-conditions.html.
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